
HOW TO WRITE AN ARTICLE FOR BUZZFEED HARRY

Whether that's an appreciation post about The Office, a Harry Potter quiz, or just something that speaks to your identity,
we'd be happy to see it! Once you publish .

However, the result description is what gets the quiz takers hooked. Just click here to sign up and you should
be good to go. With great headlines and great imagery. This is because the results are the crucial element to
getting your quizzes shared. How do I create a quiz? All you really need to do is copy and paste your html
embed code into the Facebook tab and publish it. Look for an image that accurately reflects the content of
your quiz and is compelling enough to encourage people to share it on their own profiles. Please note that once
your account is removed for violating the Community Rules or User Agreement, we cannot reinstate the posts
associated with it. What happened? How datable you are? This happens in two ways. Result: Halloween my
favourite one  Yet, it received massive amounts of hits. Result: Stylish  While not offering precise insight into
your character traits, personality quizzes show underlying character features, no matter how trivial the topic
may be. They can even be snarky and horrible, but in that case, they should be genuinely funny. What pair of
celebrity twins should you befriend? Make Google Analytics your ally. Direct a scary movie and we'll tell you
which Jonas brother you'd fuck, marry and kill Result: fuck Kevin, marry Nick and kill Joe  The rise in viral
quizzes has become a content marketing strategy in and of itself. Result: Pancake  For almost a century now,
people have been yearning to find out more about their personality, and Buzzfeed quizzes provide a modern,
quick and easy platform for self-analysis. Step 2 â€” What exactly is your quiz going to be about? As it turns
out, 8 out of 10 people will only read your headline â€” only 2 will proceed to read the content. Conduct
thorough research. How annoying are you? Are you a pancake or a waffle? What type of girl are you? It is
your responsibility to keep copies of your posts if you want to retain them. Sorry about that. We have a whole
post dedicated to making Polls, Trivia quizzes, Personality quizzes, and Checklist quizzes, so please refer to
that for help! Our emails are on the Community masthead! Create, test, repeat. However, not everybody can be
a winner and sometimes the results are inevitably negative. We love hearing that professors want to use
BuzzFeed Community in their classes. Reply to these texts and we'll reveal your inner age Result: 23  And that
is what you need to leverage. Step 3 â€” Are the quiz titles irresistibly click-worthy? In the case of quizzes,
this means that the title is the key element to attract people to visit and do your quiz. You also want your quiz
to be able to create a conversation between users and their connections on social media, which will make it
more shareable. Can we guess which holiday are you? Result: More introverted true 


